The large U.S. trade deficit is a concern • The rising deficit forces the U.S. to borrow from abroad at an increasing pace, with rising overall net indebtedness year after year • Will the rest of the world continue lending such massive amounts, and at what price?
• Today will consider: What role might the value of the dollar play in closing U.S. imbalances with the rest of the world?
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Goldberg 5 Over recent years, the dollar has depreciated and has helped contain our trade deficits. But, even the scale of depreciation so far won't close the imbalances. What needs to happen before exchange rate changes alter a country's trade balance?
Exportweighted
• First, the exchange rate must alter the border prices of goods imported and exported by countries.
• Second, the change in the prices of imported goods at the border prices must lead to altered prices paid by consumers.
• Third, the consumer must react to the changed relative price of imported goods, and substitute away from imports if they have become more expensive, or increase demand for imports if they have become relatively cheap.
• Any exchange rate movement is associated with a pattern of real quantity adjustments in exports and imports, and termsof-trade adjustments that alter the unit revenues received by counterparties engaged in international trade.
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Goldberg 7 The current debate over global imbalances
• Differing viewpoints on -sustainability -the roles of changing growth of global aggregate demand versus through relative prices in achieving sustainability. -Numerous conferences and related volumes • Our position -exchange rates can in influence the relative prices of domestic and foreign goods, and alter the current account -However, the special role of the dollar in international markets makes for asymmetric effects of exchange rates across the US and its trading partners.
Paper stresses three main points 
